Under the Wings Statement of Understanding

Under the Wings Mentor,

On behalf of the Under the Wings Team, thank you for seizing this opportunity to refine your skills and inspire our future leaders. With your contribution, we can increase the range of our community footprint and bring credit to the Department of the Air Force. It is imperative that our presentations create a positive reflection of the Department of the Air Force and our core values. We must ensure that we project a positive and respectful image while representing the Department of the Air Force. After completion please submit this form (with other required forms) to holmcenter.under.thewings@us.af.mil.

I, ____________________________, acknowledge the above statement and will project a positive and respectable image during all presentations. I understand that I will be representing the Department of the Air Force and its members. I acknowledge that failure to abide by the "Under the Wings Handbook" will result in immediate removal from the program and notification to my leadership. I acknowledge that all Department of the Air Force personnel must adhere to the direction of AFI 35-105 Community Relations, specifically chapter 6; Speeches, public appearances, messages and official functions. Punishable under the Uniform Code of Military Justice. I acknowledge that Per DOD 5500.07-R, Joint Ethics Regulation, Federal government employees shall not accept any gift of value given to them because of their government position or by a "prohibited source" (Letters of appreciation are accepted). I understand that Under the Wings should not interfere with my primary duties or my unit’s mission.

×
MENTOR SIGNATURE

×
SUPERVISOR SIGNATURE

×
SENIOR ENLISTED LEADER/FLIGHT CHIEF SIGNATURE

Mentor - Develop - Inspire